This paper offers a DRT-based analysis of epistemic specificity. Following Farkas (1996) , we distinguish between scopal, partitive and epistemic specificity. After arguing in Section 1 that the three main variants of specificity are irreducible to each other, the paper then focuses on epistemic specificity.
Introduction
Two characterizations of specific indefinites are salient in the literature:
(i ) Specific indefinites are understood as being about some particular referent;
(ii ) specific indefinites have wider scope than warranted by the syntactic configurations they occur in.
Following Farkas (1996) we refer to these properties as epistemic specificity and scopal specificity. Epistemic specificity concerns the way in which the use of an indefinite is related to the information state of the speaker who uses it. The notion has close ties to that of the referential use of definite descriptions introduced by Donnellan (1966) and of speaker's reference in the sense of Kripke (1977 Kripke ( /1990 , though these are connections which we will not pursue in this paper. The concept of scopal specificity goes back to the work of Fodor and Sag (1982) . Fodor & Sag saw epistemic and scopal specificity as two sides of the same coin; but in the light of subsequent work that equation now seems problematic (e.g. Farkas (1996) , von Heusinger (2002a), Schwarzschild (2002) ). We discuss this relationship in some detail in the original lecture notes and in the book based on them (Bende- Farkas and Kamp (2001) , Bende-Farkas and Kamp (forthcoming) ) -in this article we focus on epistemic specificity. The central aim of this paper is to offer an analysis of epistemic specificity as invoking a special relation between language used in communication and the cognitive states of participants in communication.
The view we will put forward is that epistemically specific uses of indefinite NP s involve the selection of particular individuals as intended 'referents', with the result that a sentence containing an NP that is being used as an epistemically specific one expresses a singular proposition, which is about the selected individual. The central role for the descriptive content of the NP is in the selection of its "referent". Whether and when this information should also be treated as part of the semantic representation of the sentence is a non-trivial question and for all we can tell at this point the answer may vary depending on the form of the indefinite NP and the grammatical constructions into which it enters as a constituent. We will address this question briefly in the final part of the paper.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 1.1 we ask what qualifies a noun phrase as an 'indefinite' and state what we take to be the two most salient and most widely used criteria. In Section 1.2 we review three notions of specificity that are found in the literature -epistemic specificity, scopal specificity and partitive or presuppositional specificity -in order to make clearer what this paper is and what it is not about. Section 1.3 recalls the account of pronouns with indefinite antecedents that was central in early presentations of Discourse Representation Theory (especially (Kamp (1981) ) and mutatis mutandis in other dynamic theories. The reason for this is that we are using a version of DRT as the framework within which we develop our analysis of specificity. We want to state clearly and up front that the use we are going to make of this DRT extension is largely independent of the account of indefinites and 'donkey pronouns' that is still seen by many as DRT's main raison d'être. The treatment of specificity we will propose is not an adaptation of this earlier account of donkey anaphora, and the part that DRT plays in the present account is quite different from the one it plays in the earlier donkey pronoun analysis.
MSDRT, the version of DRT we will be using, was designed for the representation of attitudes and the semantics of attitude reports. We provide an outline of MSDRT in Section 2. This presentation, while significantly more extensive than in that earlier version, is still only an outline, but we hope that it will enable readers unfamiliar with the MSDRT formalism to get enough of a sense of how it works to be able to understand the substance of our proposal for the analysis of epistemic specificity, which is presented in Section 3. Readers who want to know more about the formal details of MSDRT are referred to other publications in which these details are spelled out.
Section 4 addresses some of the methodological question that are raised by the proposal of Section 3: Are the effects of epistemic specificity 'semantic' or 'pragmatic' ? And what does this question exactly come to? We tentatively conclude that an answer to the first of these questions may have to vary from case to case -from language to language, and, within single languages, between indefinite noun phrases of different forms. Two cases, which suggest opposite answers to the question, are discussed explicitly: indefinites in English there-insertion constructions and Romanian indefinites marked by the particle pe.
What are indefinites and what are they for?
This paper is about a certain kind of use of indefinite noun phrases in different human languages. What we will have to say about indefinites presupposes a cross-linguistically applicable characterisation of the term 'indefinite noun phrase'. We are looking for a characterisation in semantic or pragmatic terms. (We couldn't rely on a form-based definition of the sort 'an indefinite NP is an NP beginning with an indefinite article', for that would simply shift the burden to the notion 'indefinite article'. Other form-based definitions would run into the same difficulty.)
Two criteria for indefiniteness stand out in the literature, one semantic and one pragmatic (Heim (1982) ). The semantic criterion is stated in (1).
(1) Indefinite NP s are those phrases which can be used to express existential quantification in simple clauses.
The 'simple clauses' referred to in (1) are those in which a typical transitive verb, such as kill , combines with a singular definite subject (e.g. a proper name) and an indefinite in direct object position. As (2) shows, each of the indefinites listed there gives rise to an existential proposition when inserted into the object position of such a clause.
(2)
John killed a bird/some bird/one bird/two birds/several birds.
There is also a pragmatic characterisation of indefiniteness, often referred to as the novelty condition.
(3)
Indefinite NP s serve to introduce new entities into the discourse.
The comparison of (1) and (3) provokes two basic observations. First, (1) and (3) define indefinites in terms of properties that relate to very different theoretical perspectives. (1) is a statement about the contributions of indefinites to logical forms that admit the standard quantifiers of classical logic and which therefore presupposes such a notion of logical form; (3) is not about the logical forms of sentences, but about discourse information and about the contributions that individual sentences and their constituents make to it. So it presupposes discourse structure, something that many of the logic-based treatments of sentence semantics ignore, or delegate to pragmatics.
Correlated with this difference is that between the logical roles that (1) and (3) attribute to indefinites. (1) presents indefinites as devices of quantification. (3) suggests that they are more like terms, which stand in some sort of reference relation to the entities which they are used to introduce.
The second observation is that while (1) and (3) are very different in the concepts they employ, it is not hard to see that they will tend to go together. On the one hand a statement to the effect that there is something which satisfies certain conditions is naturally construed as making an entity with just those properties available for further reference, and thus -in that sense -as introducing it into the discourse.
On the other hand, if a type of expression serves the purpose of introducing new entities, then at least from the point of the hearer, for whom the entity introduced by an expression of this type will typically be new, the force of the statement that is made by the sentence containing the expression will be that there exists an entity of the kind introduced by the expression which has the properties that the sentence assigns to it.
Plausible as these considerations may seem, we do not see them as a knockdown argument that expressions fitting one of the characterisations given by (1) and (3) must necessarily also fit the other. In fact, one of the points we will argue in this paper is that there is a sense in which the two can come apart. But there is also a sense in which they do not, and there is no question but that the two characterisations, conjoined or on their own, have proved a useful guide in cross-linguistic studies of indefiniteness.
Epistemic, Scopal and Presuppositional Specificity
In the opening paragraph of Section 1 we distiguished between epistemic and scopal specificity. Here we would like to say a few words about the considerations which led to these two notions. In addition, we briefly mention a third specificity concept, according to which an indefinite NP is specific if it is presuppositional. In this subsection we discuss these three specificity concepts, so that it will be clear what concept is targeted in the analysis we propose in Section 3.
Epistemic Specificity
The earliest discussions of epistemic specificity (Fodor (1970 (Fodor ( /1979 , Ioup (1977) ) were concerned with indefinite NP s that occur as constituents of the complements of attitude verbs such as believe, know or want. An example is (4): (4) Mary believes that her husband is seeing a real estate agent.
This sentence can be interpreted as attributing to Mary a belief about some particular person -viz. that Mary's husband is seeing this person. In the philosophical literature such attitude attributions are called de re (with respect to the constituent in question, here the NP a real estate agent) and it is widely assumed that the content of such an attribution is a singular proposition, in which a certain predicate is said to be true of some real individual. Note that the de re interpretation of (4) may be purely existential from the perspective of the speaker: She may be of the opinion that there must exist some person of whom Mary believes that her husband is seeing her, but without herself having any knowledge who this person is (beyond the fact that she is a real estate agent). On the other hand, it is also possible for the speaker herself to have some particular person in mind, of whom she assumes that Mary believes that her husband is seeing her and whom she herself assumes to be a real estate agent and describes in these terms.
The de re interpretation of (4) is to be distinguished from its de dicto interpretation. On its de dicto reading (4) attributes an existential belief to Mary, to the effect that there is some real estate agent or other whom her husband is seeing, but there need not be a particular individual of whom she believes this. This de dicto interpretation of Mary's belief does not entail an existential interpretation of the indefinite from the perspective of the speaker. She may attribute a purely existential attitude to Mary, to the effect that there is an N with the property P , and she may do that even without herself assuming that N s exist. (For the example in (4) this possibility is rather far-fetched; we all know that there are real estate agents. But in general this is not so. I can ascribe to someone the belief that there is a rejuvenating fountain in Florida without making the assumption (or, for that matter, myself believing) that there are rejuvenating fountains anywhere in the world.)
There is an obvious connection between the de re and de dicto interpretations of (4) on the one hand and, on the other hand, two different ways in which we can interpret the statement (5), made by Mary herself.
(5)
My husband is seeing a real estate agent.
(5) can be understood as expressing Mary's belief that there is some real estate agent or other whom her husband is seeing, although she herself is in the dark about that person's identity. This interpretation correlates with the de dicto interpretation of (4). But (5) can also be taken as the expression of a belief of Mary's which attributes to some particular real estate agent the property that Mary's husband is seeing her; this interpretation resembles the de re interpretation of (4).
These two ways of taking the indefinite a real estate agent in (5) -as part of expressing a de re belief and as part of expressing a de dicto belief -are commonly referred to as (epistemically) specific and (epistemically) non-specific. When so used, the terms 'specific' and 'non-specific' correlate closely with the terms de re and de dicto: The belief that we take Mary to express when we interpret a real estate agent in (5) specifically is the belief that (4) attributes to her on the de re interpretation of a real estate agent and the belief that we take her to express by interpreting the indefinite as used non-specifically is the one that is attributed to Mary on the de dicto interpretation of (4). One of the tasks of this paper is to make this correlation between the different interpretations of (4) and (5) formally explicit.
Scopal Specificity
According to the logical tradition of which we spoke in Section 1.1 quantifying NP s are those whose translation into logical form requires the use of quantifiers. Such a quantificational translation necessarily assigns a scope to the quantifier or quantifiers used. It thereby also assigns, indirectly, scope to the translated NP . This scope assignment must accord with the semantic intuitions that speakers associate with the sentence in which the quantifying NP occurs. That is, the scope of the translating quantifier must agree with the scope constraints that speakers take to apply to the NP that it is used to translate.
Quantifying NP s -among which figure prominently those English NP s which begin with every, no or most -are notoriously subject to "island constraints" (cf. Ross (1967) on islands and wh-movement, and Rodman (1976) on island effects with quantifier movement). For instance, a quantifying NP has to obey the Complex NP constraint: if it occurs within a relative clause it cannot outscope the NP that governs this clause. Thus, in (6a) the quantifying NP s every student of mine/no student of mine/most students of mine cannot be understood as having scope over the NP exam questions (nor over the subject NP three colleagues).
a. Three colleagues contributed exam questions that every student of mine/no student of mine/most students of mine answered. b. Three colleagues contributed exam questions that a student of mine answered.
In contrast, for (6b), in which the direct object position is filled by the indefinite NP a student of mine, a "wide scope" interpretation seems possible: "There is some student of mine such that three colleagues contributed questions which this student answered." (A narrow scope interpretation, according to which three colleagues contributed questions each of which was answered by at least one student of mine, is of course also possible in this case.) As a rule, when an indefinite like a student of mine allows for a non-narrow scope reading, the narrow scope reading is also possible, and the sentence is thus ambiguous. 1 That is -focusing on the NP every student of mine -the sentence cannot mean that there are three colleagues such that for every student of mine there were questions those colleagues contributed and that that student answered; even less can the sentence mean that for every student of mine there were three colleagues who contributed questions that were answered by this student (where not only the questions but also the colleagues can vary from student to student).
2 One notable exception to this rule are positive polarity items (PPIs), which cannot occur in the (direct) scope of clausemate negation (see e.g. Szabolcsi (2004) , and Farkas (2002)). That is to say, PPIs such as Hungarian valaki, valami 'someone', 'something' do not as a rule have the option to be interpreted in the scope of clausemate negation.
Over the years there has been a growing awareness that many island constraints are not as robust as was thought at first. (See for instance Fox and Sauerland (1996) and the research it inspired). This is true in particular for quantifying noun phrases beginning with every, which sometimes have wider scope readings than the original island constraints permit. Nevertheless, the contrast between (6a) and (6b) appears to be genuine enough and it points to an important difference between indefinites and "true" quantifying NP s like those beginning with every or no. It is this difference that finds articulation in the term scopal specificity. As we propose to use the term, an indefinite NP is given a scopally specific interpretation if it is interpreted as having a scope that is wider than the one indicated by its syntactic position and thus wider than would be possible for a true quantifying NP in that same position.
As we have described them, epistemic and scopal specificity appear to be notions of quite different kinds. But there is one obvious connection between them: if an epistemically specific use of an indefinite is one in which it is used to talk about some particular entity, then in the logical form of an utterance in which an indefinite is used in this way the existential quantifier corresponding to the indefinite must have maximal scope. However, scopal specificity is not just a matter of having maximal as opposed to local scope (pace Fodor and Sag (1982) , who explicitly claimed that the indefinites could only have maximal or strictly local scope, i.e. they lack readings with so-called intermediate scope). It is a more complex phenomenon in that indefinites can get, besides a local scope which obeys the familiar island constraints for quantifiers and a maximal scope which includes all other material from the sentence, also 'intermediate scope' interpretations, which are neither local nor maximal. This important fact was first observed in Farkas (1981) . An example of a sentence with an indefinite for which an intermediate interpretation is both possible and natural is the following variant from Chierchia (2002) . (7) Every linguist has looked at all solutions that have been proposed in the literature for some linguistic problem.
Evidently, when an indefinite is interpreted as having intermediate scope, that use precludes it as a case of epistemic specificity. If it is true, as we suspect it is, that there are mechanisms which can lead to both intermediate scope and wide scope interpretations, then that suggests that there can be cases where an indefinite gets maximal scope even though it is not interpreted as an instance of epistemic specificity. If so, then epistemic specificity entails maximal scope but not conversely. For reasons of space we cannot pursue the connections between epistemic and scopal specificity further in this paper. (But see the book-length manuscript Bende-Farkas and Kamp (forthcoming) currently in preparation.)
Presuppositional Specificity and Partitive Indefinites
There is a third notion of specificity that is found in the literature, that of partitive specificity. This notion was originally introduced in Enç (1991) . See also Farkas (1996) for an elaboration on this and the other two notions of specificity, and Schwarzschild (2002) , Portner and Yabushita (2002) and Breheny (2003) for proposals that derive specificity tout court from partitive specificity. As the term 'partitive specificity' implies, this notion is intimately tied to that of a partitive indefinite NP. Partitive NP s are those NP s whose semantic values are confined to some explicitly or implicitly given set X. Explicit, or overt, partitives are NP s in which X is given by some constituent within the NP , often as a PP adjunct headed by the preposition of , as in (8) below (though other syntactic realisations are possible as well). (English indefinites beginning with some as opposed to a notoriously also have a tendency in this direction.)
While acknowledging this point, we in turn draw attention to the fact that scope relative to negation has been known to be markedly different from scope relative to quantifiers or other operators.
(8)
One/some/three of the girls Besides overt partitives, which contain an explicit set-denoting NP, there are also covert partitives in which there is no surface constituent denoting the restricting set X; for these the set must be recovered from the discourse context. An example is the NP two women in the second sentence of (9). (9) A small crowd had gathered in front of the church. Two women were crying.
A common feature of the interpretations of the indefinites in (8) and (9) is that their values are confined to a well-defined (usually comparatively small) set X.
Not all partitive NP s are indefinites. Besides indefinites like one of the women we find NP s like the first of the women, the one of the women who managed to escape, and so on. But for us here it is only the partitive indefinites that matter. Furthermore, we focus (merely for convenience's sake) on overt partitive indefinites.
One general constraint on partitive NP s is that the set X must offer room to more than one possible value for the NP as a whole. A clear indication of this is that the NP governed by the preposition of in overt partitive NP s (like those in (8)) must always be a plural. That is the case also when the partitive NP containing it is in the singular. Singular partitive NP s with singular of -NP s like * one of the woman are unequivocally ungrammatical. So apparently partitive indefinites where X gives room for just one value are proscribed. The reason, presumably, is that when there is no room for variation and X thus fixes the value for the embedding NP uniquely, then what is required is a definite and not an indefinite description. (That is, instead of the ungrammatical * one of the woman the NP that should be used is the simple the (one) woman.) The observation that room for variation is essential to the grammaticality of partitive NPs is consistent with a view of partitive indefinites according to which they do not differ substantially from non-partitive indefinites, at least not in any of the respects that are relevant to our concerns in this paper. Not only are partitive indefinites like other indefinites in that they fit the characterisations in (1) and (3); they also allow for both specific and non-specific uses, in both the epistemic and in the scopal sense of that distinction. That partitive indefinites can be used in a perfectly non-specific way is readily confirmed. An example is (10):
The results indicate that for every exam one of the students must have got hold of the questions beforehand and passed them on to the others.
Sentence (10) could be uttered by someone whose only evidence is that for each exam the questions were stolen by one of the students (those who were due to take that exam), but without having any idea who in each case the culprit might have been. That is, (10) has an interpretation according to which one of the students is neither epistemically nor scopally specific. But of course it is equally possible for partitive indefinites to get interpretations that are scopally and epistemically specific. (In the case of (10) an epistemically specific interpretation is perhaps not very natural because of the epistemic modal must. But if we replace must have by has, such an interpretation is easily accessible.) We conclude that the partitive-non-partitive distinction is orthogonal to the distinction between specificity and non-specificity, epistemic or otherwise.
Although partitivity is going to play no further part in what follows, we permit ourselves one further observation about the semantics and pragmatics of partitive indefinites. 'Partitive specificity' has received considerable attention in the literature. Notable in particular are proposals to derive scopal specificity from various construals of partitive specificity (representative references are the already mentioned Schwarzschild (2002) , Portner and Yabushita (2002) or Breheny (2003) , even if not all these authors refer explicitly to partitivity). The following comment on the general tenor of these proposals may help to make our own position clearer.
We have just seen that partitivity as such doesn't impose specificity constraints either in the sense of scopal or of epistemic specificity. So if there is such a thing as partitive specificity, that would have to be yet another kind of specificity. But can 'partitive specificity' be considered a species of specificity at all, on any natural interpretation of that term? On our understanding it cannot. In the final paragraphs of this subsection we explain why we think this.
One reason, we suspect, why there has been a temptation to regard partitivity as a species of specificity is that in many languages partitive indefinites share certain features with definites. For instance, in Turkish partitive indefinites in direct object position show the same Accusative morphology as definites, whereas non-partitive indefinites do not (see Enç (1991) and subsequent literature on Turkish Accusative marking). To the best of our knowledge a fully satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon is still outstanding. But the explanation may have to do with the fact we already observed that it is common for the embedded NP s of partitive NP s to be definites, which contribute an element of definiteness to the semantics and pragmatics of the partitive NP s that contain them.
5
So definiteness enters into the semantics of partitives in some way. But that isn't saying very much. And in fact, proposals to the effect that there is a type of specificity -partitive specificity -which partitive indefinites exemplify claim more than just that its semantics involves definiteness somehow and somewhere). This is true in particular of those proposals that emphasize the presuppositional dimension of partitives. That the interpretation of partitive indefinites has presuppositional aspects to it seems true enough; in particular, someone who, like us, believes that definite noun phrases generally trigger 'identification presuppositions' (Heim (1991) ) wouldn't contest this; for partitive indefinites (overtly or covertly) have definite N P s as embedded constituents and on the view just mentioned these import their presuppositions into the semantics of the partitive indefinite.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that these presuppositions only concern the determination of the set within which the semantic value of the partitive NP must be contained. And as we have seen, it is an essential feature of the semantics of indefinite partitives that this set does not determine the value of the NP completely, but leaves room for choice. So these presuppositions do precisely not play the role of identification presuppositions for the semantic value of the partitive indefinite as a whole.
On the other hand, the specific use of a partitive indefinite involves, like the specific uses of non-partitive indefinites, a felicity condition that some may want to see as a kind of presupposition too. The epistemically specific use of an indefinite, on our understanding of that term, presupposes that the speaker has identifying information for the entity that she uses the indefinite to talk about. But this is a presupposition in a different sense than the one that we take to be part of the dominant view of the role played by linguistic presuppositions in the use and interpretation of the expressions that trigger them. On that view linguistic presuppositions are always interpreter-oriented: it is the interpreter who should be able to resolve the presupposition. (Presuppositions are constraints on the speaker only in a mediated sense: the speaker must take care to choose her words in such a way that the interpreter can resolve the presuppositions they carry.)
If this is how presuppositions function, then the identifiability constraint that comes with the epistemically specific use of an indefinite is not a presupposition. It is an identifiability constraint that concerns the speaker; what the use of an indefinite (specific or otherwise) communicates to the interpreter is that he is not expected to be able to identify a referent; and that is true for partitive indefinites just as much as it is for non-partitive indefinites.
One motivation for wanting to see partitive indefinites as similar to definites, and perhaps as more similar to them than to non-partitive indefinites, is that in a variety of languages partitive indefinites share morpho-syntactic properties with definites that they do not share with non-partitive indefinites. We are unsure about the explanation for this. It may be that such languages zero in on the circumstance that identification presuppositions are important for both definites and partitive indefinites, even if their effect is different: pinning down a unique referent in the case of a definite and imposing limits on the set within which the "referent" is located (but without reducing the set to a singleton) in the case of a partitive indefinite. But even if that is the explanation, this doesn't alter the fact that partitive indefinites are like other indefinites in being 'of indeterminate reference', and that they are -on our understanding of the term 'presupposition' -not presuppositional.
Indefinites in Dynamic Semantics
The formal background on which we rely in this paper is Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). More precisely, the background is provided by the extension MSDRT of DRT, sketched in Section 2, in which it is possible to represent complex mental states and analyse the meanings of simple and complex attitude reports as descriptions of mental states. MSDRT will then be used to articulate our analysis of epistemic specificity.
Something should be said about the role that DRT will play in all this, since that role is quite different from what can be found in other dynamic analyses of specificity (cf. Farkas (1996) , Jayez and Tovena (2006) , Brasoveanu and Farkas (2009) or Geurts (2010) ). In fact, the use that we will be making of DRT here differs markedly from its deployment in the original DRT account of classical 'donkey' phenomena, exemplified in (11a). It should be stressed, however, that we are not simply discarding the old DRT treatment. We want to retain it for donkey sentences like (11a) (on their standard interpretation, according to which the indefinites of such sentences are not used specifically). It is just that this treatment will play no direct part in the analysis that we are going to propose for epistemic specificity. The analysis we propose here could even be combined with an E-type treatment of donkey pronouns (like it as it occurs in (11a) and (11b)).
To explain what we have in mind here we need to say a few things about the main differences between the DRT treatment of the examples (11a) and (11b) and the treatment they are given by E-type accounts, which have been seen by many as the principal competing approach toward donkey anaphora.
6 DRT and FCS 7 treat indefinite NP s like a donkey in (11a), (11b) as terms (and not as quantifying NP s, the standard view of indefinites from Frege up to and including Montague). The semantic contribution of indefinites is to introduce object identifiers into the discourse (as discourse referents in DRT, as file cards in FCS and as free variables according to some other formulations of the same basic idea), which can then be subsequently 'picked up' by anaphoric pronouns. The accounts are set up in such a way that they assign (11a) the truth conditions expressed by the predicate logic formula in (12a) and (11b) the truth conditions shown in (12b). Note that (12b) captures the joint truth conditions of the two sentences that together make up (11b) and that there is no straightforward way of reformulating (12b) equivalently as a conjunction of two logically independent closed formulas, the first of which captures the content of the first sentence of (11b) while the second formula captures the content of the second sentence. 6 There are a number of different versions of the E-type approach. The oldest of these, by Evans, antedates the DRT account by a number of years; see (Evans (1977) , Evans (1980) . Other versions are found in Cooper (1979) and Elbourne (2005) ). A careful discussion of the pros and cons of E-type approaches on the one hand, and the 'dynamic' approach represented by DRT and her own, simultaneously developed File Change Semantics on the other can be found in Heim (1990) .
7 Short for 'File Change Semantics'; see the previous footnote.
The E-type approach is quite different in spirit. It adheres to the traditional principle that indefinites are existentially quantifying noun phrases, and places the burden of the analysis on the treatment of the pronouns anaphoric to them. Donkey pronouns like it in (11a) and (11b) are semantically analysed via replacement by definite descriptions. For instance, on one version of the E-type approach the occurrences of it in (11a) and (11b) are to be replaced by the description the donkey that Bill owns. When this description is substituted for it in (11b) it induces an entailment or presupposition that the predicate λx.(donkey(x) & own(b, x)) has a unique satisfier. For (11b) this means that the sentence entails or presupposes that there is at most one donkey that Bill owns, while (11a) entails or presupposes that there is at most one donkey Bill owns in the event that there is at least one.
For (11a) this result is plainly undesirable and in more recent versions of the E-type approach this defect has been corrected by recasting the analysis within a situation-theoretic framework. (See Elbourne (2005) for details.) But the case of (11b) is different. Many speakers aver the intuition that a 'donkey discourse' like this is felicitous only if the speaker can uniquely identify a donkey that Bill owns and that she is talking about by using the NP a donkey. To the extent that this intuition is correct, it indicates that here it is the DRT/FCS analysis that is in need of correction. But the correction that is needed is, we now believe, quite simple: In order for (11b) to be felicitous the speaker must be making an epistemically specific use of the indefinite a donkey. (For an interpreter of (11b) the presence of it in the next sentence and its construal as anaphoric to a donkey is a clue that the indefinite must be given a specific interpretation.)
Let us summarise the discussion of the present subsection up to this point: Our use of DRT in this paper can be seen as a further elaboration of the principle that the indefinite NP s we have been looking at are to be analysed as terms. But the interpretation of those terms may vary: some get a specific, others a non-specific interpretation. Our notion of the specific use of indefinites also makes it possible to do justice to the intuition -which has been seen as favouring the E-type approachthat in discourses like (11b) the anaphoric link between pronoun and indefinite imposes some kind of uniqueness on the semantic value of the indefinite.
We conclude the present section by mentioning a point that we will take up again in Section 4. Once we commit ourselves to the position that the constraints on trans-sentential anaphora should be stated in terms of specificity we have to confront a further question: At what level of analysis is the mechanism that determines the choice between a specific and a non-specific interpretation supposed to operate? As a preliminary to the discussions of this issue in Section 4 we conclude our discussion of donkey anaphora with the two examples in (13). (13) a. There is a donkey Bill owns. He beats it. b. There is a doctor in London. He is Welsh.
(Sentence (13b) is a variant of an example from Evans (1980) ; it is discussed in Heim (1982) .)
These examples show that the indefinite NP s of there-insertion constructions can be given a specific construal, just as this is possible for indefinites appearing in other syntactic configurations (such as e.g. a donkey in (11b)). This point is worth noting for the following reason. There-insertion constructions are highly selective with regard to the NP s which can appear in the position occupied by the indefinite NP s a donkey in (13a) and a doctor in (13b). For instance, definite singular NP s like proper names, pronouns or demonstratives are excluded from this position (Milsark (1977) ). This indicates that the status of indefinites in there-insertion contexts is crucially different from that of referring terms. An indefinite in a there-insertion context behaves as an expression that introduces a variable that the there is constituent, which acts as a variable binder, needs as bindee. 8 But if this is what renders the combination of there is and indefinite grammatical, then the interpretation of the indefinites in (13) as specific, and thus as standing for some particular referent, must take place at some other level of interpretation than the one at which there is and indefinite are represented as binder and bindee. 9 2 Specificity and de Re Belief
In Section 1.1 we pointed out that a speaker can use the indefinite NP a real estate agent in (5) either non-specifically or specifically; her utterance may be backed merely by existential knowledge -that there is some person or other whom her husband is seeing and who works in the real estate business -or she may have some particular real estate agent in mind and believe that her husband is seeing that person.
(5) My husband is seeing a real estate agent.
Uses of indefinites which are specific in this sense are extremely common. In fact, for many utterances of indefinites it is hard or impossible to imagine that they could have been used otherwise. One type of example of this we encountered in Section 1.3, where we noted that pronominal anaphora to an indefinite in a preceding sentence in sentence sequences like (11b) is felicitous only if the indefinite was used specifically.
In other cases it is the content of what is said and the circumstances in which it is said that suggest or imply that an indefinite must have been used specifically. An example is (14). Suppose Professor A says to her colleague B after a certain student approached A earlier that day with the question where she might be able to find B : (14) A student was looking for you this morning.
Then A's use of a student will derive from her concept of the student who approached her, and the thought that induces her to make the statement will have been that that particular student was looking for B. Moreover, it is likely that B will, when A says (14) to him, interpret her words in this spirit: Presumably A is talking about some particular student who asked her where she could find me. In other words, B is likely to take A to have made a specific use of a student, and it is reasonable to assume that he will form, as the result of interpreting A's utterance, a representation which reflects this. It is these aspects of specificity -the link that exists in such cases between the use of the indefinite and an individuating concept in the mind of the speaker, and a second link that gets established in the mind of the interpreter through his assumption that such a link exists in the speaker's mind -which are the targets of the specificity analysis we develop in this and the next section.
In Section 1.2 we drew attention to the parallel between the specific-non-specific distinction and the de re-de dicto distinction: The difference between the specific and the non-specific use of a real estate agent in (5), we noted, resembles that between the de re and the de dicto interpretation of a real estate agent in the belief attribution (4).
(4) Mary believes that her husband is seeing a real estate agent.
The extensive literature on the de re-de dicto distinction has led many -linguists as well as philosophers -to regard this distinction as an instance of genuine ambiguity. This view has been supported by the widespread use of formalisms that are able to express the distinction and that date back to the early days of formal semantics. For instance, if believe is analysed as a 2-place predicate BEL which relates individuals to propositions, and proposition-denoting terms are formed by attaching the intensional abstraction operator ∧ to formulas, then the two interpretations of (4) can be expressed as in (15). (15) a. BEL(m,
Quine stressed the very different commitments that these two forms make and drew attention to the problems connected with "quantifying into opaque contexts" (see e.g. Quine (1966a) ), which is involved in (15b) but not in (15a). (15b) attributes to Mary a belief which is de re ('about the thing itself') with respect to the person that, according to Mary, her husband is seeing. (15b) represents this attribution in the form of a 3-place relation between (i ) Mary, (ii ) another individual (the real estate agent in question), and (iii ) a property which Mary attributes to that individual. In contrast, (15a) simply attributes to Mary the existential proposition that there is some real estate agent her husband is seeing. Here a 2-place relation between believers and propositions suffices.
There has been much discussion over the question what conditions must be fulfilled in order that an agent can have a de re belief (or other attitude) with respect to some other person or thing. It has often been said that the agent must be "acquainted" with the entity at issue. Paradigmatic are cases where the subject is directly perceiving the entity, e.g. is looking at it under conditions where he can clearly see it. But it is difficult to know where to draw the line between cases in which the de re interpretation is legitimate and cases where it is not. Some philosophers have drawn the line extremely liberally, so that any information sufficient for unique individuation will be good enough (cf. Chisholm (1976) ) Others have proposed to draw it more narrowly. But in any case, the debate over where the line should be drawn is not one that directly concerns the linguist. What is important for our present purposes is that at least in some situations agents are able to entertain thoughts that are about particular people, things, places, etc, and that there are linguistic forms which they can use in order to give expression to such thoughts.
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Our analysis of the de re-de dicto distinction is the similarly motivated as this more traditional analysis, if somewhat different in form. We assume that entity-related thoughts always involve a separate representation for the entity that the thought is about (i.e. the entity with respect to which the thought is de re), and moreover that this representation of the entity is anchored.
11 Such a theory requires a general formal framework for representing anchored and unanchored thoughts. The remainder of this section will be devoted to the presentation of that framework. However, and here our approach differs from the many discussions in the literature which deal only with the logic and semantics of attitude attributing sentences, we use the representations which this framework makes available not just for the semantic analysis of sentences which have the explicit form of attitude attributions, but also for the purpose of analysing the relationship between thoughts and the utterances to which they lead. It is one particular aspect of this relationship, viz. the relation between individuating entity concepts and (epistemically) specific uses of indefinites, that forms the central topic of this paper.
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The design of MSDRT was guided by two concerns that distinguish it from other formalisms for describing attitudes or attitude reports which were available at the time when it was first developed:
(a) The formalism should be able to represent not just single attitudes (or the contents of single attitude reports), but also complex mental states made up of several attitudes of distinct attitudinal "modes" (like, say, a belief and a desire) but whose contents may nevertheless be "referentially connected" in the sense that they target one and the same object. (And, similarly, it should allow for the representation of natural language reports of several attitudes that may be connected to each other in this sense, for instance through the use of anaphoric pronouns.) It will become clear presently what we mean by "referentially connected".
(b) The formalism should provide us with the means to represent "singular thoughts" -thoughts which attribute a certain property to a certain object "directly", in the sense of, for instance, Kaplan (e.g. Almog et al. (1989) ).
Internal Coreference
We start with concern (a), formulated at the end of the introduction to Section 2. Suppose a person who sees a gold coin in the middle of the road forms the desire to have it in her possession and the intention to go and pick it up, in order to satisfy this desire. In our formalism the thought complex consisting of these three attitudes -the belief, the desire and the intention -can be represented as in (16).
t 4 e n < t 4 e ⊆ t 4 e: i pick up x
Each of the components in (16) that represent these three above-mentioned attitudes consists of (i ) a mode indicator and (ii ) a DRS.
13 and the mode indicator indicates the kind of the represented attitude -whether it is a belief, desire, intention, doubt and so forth. The aspect of the mental state represented in (16) that the formalism is specially designed to capture is the "referential connection" between the three attitudes: the desire and the intention are aimed at the same object as the belief. Formally this is rendered by the reappearance of the discourse referent x, which was first introduced into the content representation of the belief, in the content representation of the desire and in that of the intention. And note well, the reusing of x in different attitude representations is designed to capture the internal, "psychological" nature of the coreferentiality links between the three attitudes: The subject whose state (16) describes understands her belief, desire and intention as concerned with the same object. It is this internal coreferentiality that plays an essential part in what drives her 'mental dynamics': Once the belief has been formed, the desire follows suit -as the desire to take possession of the very coin that the subject thinks she is seeing; and the belief and desire then jointly lead to the intention to go and pick up this coin.
These mental processes are independent of whether the perception that led to the belief (and hence to the desire and the intention) was grounded in reality or it was illusory -what the agent saw may have been a gold coin in actual fact, but it may also have been something else (the tinfoil top of a milk bottle perhaps, or a glittering piece of stone embedded in the pavement); or, worse even, the experience may have been a pseudo-perception, caused by some trick of the light. In this last case, where there is no object that can be identified as the perceptual cause of the subject's perceptual experience, there is nothing in the world that x represents. But that doesn't affect how the subject will reason with the information represented in (16). For instance, it won't affect the transition from belief to desire and from belief and desire to intention. Nor does it affect the inferential and planning processes that will be set in motion by the combination of these three attitudes after all three have been put into place. (Not, at least, until the moment when the subject becomes aware of her mistake, e.g. when she goes to the middle of the road to pick up the coin and finds that there is nothing there.) All these mental processes are just as likely to happen when triggered by a radical misperception as they would be when triggered by a perception that is veridical.
Internal coreference of the kind that the recurrences of x in the desire and intention components of (16) are designed to account for is reminiscent of what is found in "standard" DRT, where discourse referents are often shared between the representations of successive sentences. But there is an important difference. In standard DRT the sharing of discourse referents is the device used to account for anaphoric relations between pronouns and indefinite antecedents (cf. Section 1.3). But whenever this happens, the second sentence is not assigned a semantics on its own, but is interpreted only in conjunction with the representation for the sentence that contains its antecedent. For a representational structure like (16) such a semantics, which does not assign any content to the desire and intention components by themselves, won't be good enough. We cannot rest content with assigning propositional content only to the merge of the three DRSs that serve as content representations for the three attitudes. For what kind of semantic content could be meaningfully attached to, say, the 'conjunction' of a belief and a desire? Obviously a semantics for such combinations of attitudes of different modes must assign a semantic content to each of them individually. Only such a semantics can be expected to provide us with a suitable basis for an account of the mental processes that are set in motion by such combinations of attitudes of different mode, with each attitude making its own particular contribution, by virtue of its content on the one hand and its mode on the other. (Two beliefs will tend to play different roles in mental processes when they differ in content, and a belief and a desire would not play the same role even if their content was the same.)
In fact, a semantics for complex representations like (16) must accomplish two things at once: On the one hand it must assign separate contents to the DRSs that serve as content representations for the different attitudes, while on the other it must do justice to the internal referential connections between them (those that are expressed through the sharing of discourse referents). The solution to this problem that we have proposed in earlier work (see Kamp (2003) and Kamp et al. (2011) ) rests on the idea that whenever the content representations of two or more attitudes involve sharing of discourse referents, then one of the attitudes will always serve as presupposition for the others, in the sense that the latter will have a well-defined content only on the assumption that the former is true. (In cases where one of the attitudes is a belief while the others have different attitudinal modes, as in (16), it is the belief that will play this role of presupposition for the other attitudes. In (16) this asymmetry is indicated by the fact that the shared discourse referent x is "declared" in the DRS for the belief, in the sense that it belongs to the universe of that DRS). Such a conditional definition of the contents of the "referentially dependent" attitudes seems to be the best we can do. But for most purposes this is all we need. 14 We will have a little more to say about the formal semantics for representations like (16) towards the end of this section (see Section 2.5). But first we need to address some other matters.
Singular Thought
The first of these matters alluded to at the end of Section 2.1 is directly connected with the second of the two concerns that the present formalism has been developed to address (see concern (b) on page 13). The formalism should be capable, we said, of representing certain attitudes as having singular propositional content. The device MSDRT has adopted to this end is that of an anchored entity representation. To explain what anchored entity representations are like and what they contribute to the mental state representations of which they are part, we begin by looking at one type of such representations, those whose anchors are based on visual perception. When an agent perceives a certain object -e.g. a bird she sees perched on the roof of the house opposite -then she will form a representation of this bird as the thing she is currently perceiving. We agree with those who take the contents of beliefs formed in this way to be singular propositions in which the perceiver attributes various properties to the thing or things perceived.
15 Such a propositional content is true in any world w (which can be the actual world w 0 or some other possible world) iff the object that is the actual cause of the perceptually grounded representation -the object, in other words, that is the perceptual cause in w 0 of the perception which produces the agent's perceptually anchored entity representation -has in w the property which the thought attributes to it.
In our formalism the representation of singular content is mediated by so-called anchored entity representations. Anchored entity representations are structures of the form shown in (17):
Here x is a discourse referent; "[ANCH, x]" serves as indicator that the representation as a whole plays the part of an anchored representation of the object that x stands for; the discourse referent x that immediately follows "ANCH" will stand for the entity represented by [ANCH, x] , K in argument positions of other DRS conditions, and is known as the distinguished discourse referent of the entity representation; K is a DRS which describes the nature of the anchor. In the case we are discussing, where the anchor is one of visual perception, K will contain information to the effect that the agent is currently seeing the represented object, together with some information about where the object is spatially located in relation to her, as well as, normally, some information about what sort of thing it is. For instance -switching back to the case of (16) -the perception of the presumed gold coin in the middle of the road could give rise to an anchored representation of the form in (18).
The first two conditions of K in (18) state that the anchor is one of current perception.
16 The remaining two conditions give additional information about the represented object -that it is a coin and that its diameter is between 1.5 and 2.5 cm -and should be seen as information that is also constitutive of the agent's perceptual experience. (The choice of these conditions is obviously somewhat arbitrary; what conditions should be regarded as part of K and what conditions as parts of beliefs based on the agent's perception presumably depends on factors that are hard to analyse in any systematic way; but how such questions get resolved is of no direct importance for present purposes, so we let the matter rest.) 15 Often such contents are multiply singular. For instance, in the case under consideration the agent presumably has a perceptually based representation for the roof as well as for the bird; the belief she forms on the strength of her perception is that the perceived bird is on the perceived roof. The content of this belief is doubly singular, with regard to the bird and with regard to the roof. There is in principle no upper bound to the number of anchored representations that can enter into the propositional content of a belief (or other mode of propositional thought).
16 To be exact, it asserts that there exists a state s that holds at the current time n and that that state is to the effect that the agent (represented by the self-referring discourse referent i) is seeing the represented object.
The form of an anchored representation is to be seen as a witness to the agent's understanding of her representation as the reflection and result of some causal connection that links her to the represented object and that enables her to attribute properties "directly" to that object. There is a distinction to be drawn, however, between the agent having an entity representation of the form (17) and there actually existing an object whose perception produced the representation (in the manner the DRS K describes) and thereby qualifies as the object represented by the representation. As noted before, the agent who thinks she is seeing a gold coin may not only be wrong in the sense that what she sees isn't a gold coin, but also in the even more serious sense of there being no object of any sort that is causally responsible for her impression that she is seeing a coin. The agent will form a representation of the form (17) in such cases as well, but this representation radically misfires, in that there is no object of any kind in the actual world w 0 that is represented by it.
The DRSs of anchored representations, then, represent the agent's understanding of how her representations are causally connected to the entities they represent. When such a DRS is true to fact -i.e. if there is an entity that stands to the agent of the representation (and by implication to the representation itself) in the causal relation the DRS describes, then the representation does represent this entity, and in such a way that it can serve as a basis for singular thoughts. Specifically, a DRS containing the distinguished discourse referent of such an entity representation will represent a singular proposition, which is about the object represented by the entity representation. This is reflected by the possibility of using MSDRT to describe mental states like that of the agent from our gold coin example of Section 2.1 also as complexes in which entity representations are among the constituents. For instance, the relevant part of the mental state of our agent in the different gold coin scenarios that in Section 2.1 was described in the form shown in (16) can also be described as in (19).
t 5 e n < t 5 e ⊆ t 5 e: i pick up x
The structure in (19) qualifies as the description of our agent's mental state in each of the three possible scenarios described in Section 2.1: perception of what is in fact a coin, misperception as a coin of something which is actually something else, and radical misperception, where the agent is under the impression that she is perceiving a gold coin, but there is no actual perception of any object. However, what content is represented by (19) depends on which scenario the agent is in. If her perception is veridical -when the object she perceives is in fact a coin -then that coin is the object represented by the entity representation of (19) and, with that, it is the value that is assigned to the distinguished discourse referent x of that representation; and furthermore, by virtue of that assignment the content representations of the belief, desire and intention components of (19), which contain free occurrences of x, each determine a singular proposition that is about this value. The scenario in which the agent's perceptual experience is a case of radical misperception is entirely different in these respects. In this case the entity representation doesn't represent any object -it couldn't, since there isn't any object that has been perceived. And as a consequence, any propositional content representation that contains occurrences of x will fail to represent a welldefined proposition.
This leaves the middle case, where there is an object perceived, but one that is not of the kind that the agent takes it to be. When the object is misperceived, and consequently misrepresented in the resulting entity representation, can the entity representation be nonetheless regarded as representing the object -is misrepresenting a form of representing? -or is no object represented in this case? Perhaps the answer should depend on how seriously the object is misperceived and misrepresented. Mistaking a piece of tinfoil for a coin seems to be a less drastic misperception than misperceiving a tree trunk as a child, or a child as a tree trunk. Arguably we have a legitimate representation of the perceived object in cases of the first kind but possibly not when the miscategorisation is as extreme as it is in cases of the second kind. This is another issue where it is hard to know where to draw the line. But for our purposes in this paper it doesn't matter how the 'middle cases' are handled, so we will let this matter rest.
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That the contents represented by mental state descriptions like (19) depend on the status of their entity representations -do they represent an object or don't they? -should be plausible enough. But remember that this is a difference that is inaccessible to the agent herself. So it won't affect what reasoning processes her mental state will impel her to engage in and the 'rationality' of those processes cannot depend on it. This means that if we want to account for the rationality of those processes in terms of the semantics of representations like (19), then we will have to rely on a different notion of content than the one we have just described, which does depend on whether entity representations succeed in representing.
The notion of content we are after in this connection is a version of what in the literature on mental representation and propositional attitudes has been discussed as narrow content.
18 Narrow content is content that can be ascribed to a mental state or mental representation in isolation from any possible causal link of the state or representation. For us the central question in this connection is: What is the narrow content of an entity representation? And here is the answer we propose to this question: The narrow content of an entity representation [ANCH, x] , K is just the content represented by the DRS K. Or, more fully: The narrow content of a mental state description like (19) is the content of the representation that we obtain by replacing each of its entity representations [ANCH, x] , K by a representation of the belief that its internal anchor is truethat is, [ANCH, x] , K is replaced by BEL, K . In the case of (19) this procedure leads to (20) . 17 The distinction between veridical and non-veridical entity representations can also be expressed in terms of the distinction between internal and external anchors. The internal anchor of an anchored representation is that part of it which describes the causal relationship that the agent takes herself to stand in to the entity that is represented by her entity representation. Internal anchors are part of the 'psychology' of the representer. The external anchor of an anchored representation is the entity to which the agent stands in the causal relationship described by the internal anchor -provided, of course, that there is such an entity. The distinction between internal and external anchors enables us to recapture that between veridical and non-veridical representations as follows: If an anchored entity representation has an external anchor, then that external anchor is the entity that the representation represents; in this case the representation is veridical. If there is no external anchor, then the anchored representation does not represent anything and is non-veridical.
The notions of the internal and the external anchor of an anchored entity representation are convenient tools in the discussion of many of the relevant issues in this paper and we will often make use of them.
18 See for instance ? as one among many other references.
(20) (20) is a representation of the same type as (16), in that some of its attitudinal contents are referentially dependent on others. (To be precise, the contents of the second belief, the desire and the intention are all dependent on the content of the first belief, via the discourse referent x, which is declared in the representation of this belief (i.e. x belongs to the universe of the content DRS of this belief) and free in the representations of the three other content representations.) The model-theoretic semantics for (20) poses the same challenge that we pointed to in connection with (16) but the challenge can be met in the same way. (See in particular footnote 14.) Another point to observe about narrow content representations like (20) is that the beliefs derived from entity representations are existential: each such belief is to the effect that there is some object satisfying the conditions that its content DRS predicates of the entity representation's distinguished discourse referent x. That doesn't prevent x from recurring in some other, referentially dependent content representations. But it is this combination precisely -of x playing an existential role in the belief representation in which it is declared and yet having free occurrences in the content representations of other components of the given mental state -that is responsible for the special challenge. 
Representing Attitude Reports
Attitude reports are often defined as sentences used to attribute propositional attitudes to 'agents' (i.e. creatures suited for such ascriptions). Thus, given the perspective we have developed in this section, attitude reports are sentences that can be used to describe certain parts of the mental states of agents. But when we look at the way people use language to describe mental states (of others as well as their own), it is plain that the use of a single sentence to attribute a single attitude is only one out of the many different options that our languages make available for describing mental contents. As often as not our concern is to describe larger portions of mental states, consisting of several attitudes; and in such cases we usually need several sentences to accomplish this. Such attitude 19 A representation equivalent to (20) can be obtained by merging its two belief components into one. We will make use of this option when reduction becomes relevant once more in Section 4. 20 The existence belief that is made explicit in (20) is of course available to the agent whether the anchored representation is veridical (i.e. whether it does represent an entity) or not. That is, the belief could have been made an explicit part of (19) as well, by formally adding the representation of the existence belief in (20) to it. In general, every mental state representation with anchored entity representations can be considered equivalent to one that is obtained by adding representations of existence beliefs for all or any of its anchored entity representations.
reports, in other words, do not take the form of single sentences but of stretches of discourse.
Suppose we want to account for the semantics of single-and multi-sentence attitude reports within the framework of DRT and that we assume that the fragments of mental states attributed by such reports are to be represented in the formalism exemplified in (19). Then we will have to integrate this formalism into a DRT-based representation language (a language whose formulas are DRSs) which is also capable of handling sentences and pieces of discourse that serve other purposes than attitude attribution. The device that has been adopted in MSDRT for this purpose is the predicate Att. Att has three argument slots. Its first slot is for terms denoting the agents of the attitudinal states that Att is used to ascribe to those agents. The second argument position is for the kinds of representations that are exemplified by (16) and (19). The third argument slot is reserved for specifications of external anchors -what is meant by that will become clear below.
As discussed in Section 2.1, our DRS formalism represents both verbal and non-verbal predications as descriptions of events or states. We also adopt this representation format for predications involving the predicate Att. As discussed in Section 2.1, our DRS formalism represents both verbal and non-verbal predications as descriptions of events or states. We also adopt this representation format for predications involving the predicate Att. Since Att-predications provide descriptions of mental states, they should be seen as descriptions of states (and not of events). So the schematic form of an Att-predication should be as in (21).
, where (i ) ξ is a discourse referent (representing the attributee) (ii ) K is a structure of the kind exemplified by (16) and (19).
Note well that the state (represented by the discourse referent) s is a state which consists in the agent ξ being in a mental state of the kind described by K (together with some further information that is contributed by the third slot, explained below). s is thus not ξ's mental state itself, but the state of ξ being in a certain kind of mental state. To see what this slot is for consider the DRS in (23) below, the representation of a complex attitude attribution made by an agent Bernard to an attributee Rachel. This attribution representation ascribes to Rachel a past mental state which contains an entity representation and three propositional attitude representations. The last three of these are like the components of (19). But there are nevertheless important differences between (19) and (23). (19) is the representation of a certain kind of mental state. In contrast, (23) can serve two purposes, neither of which is a mere mental state representation. The first purpose is to serve as the representation of a complex attitude attribution that one agent makes in thought to some other agent. For example, (23) Rachel thought a gold coin was lying in the middle of the road. She wanted to have it and intended to go and pick it up.
One of the general aims of DRT is to show in detail how semantic representations of linguistic input can be constructed according to systematic principles from syntactic structures for the input sentence or sentences. To carry out the actual construction of (23) from syntactic structures for the sentences of (22) transcends the aims of this paper. (For explicit formulations of DRS construction algorithms see Kamp and Reyle (1993) or the as yet unpublished Kamp (2017) .) But although we won't present an explicit construction of (23) from (22), we will nevertheless 21 Strictly speaking the state discourse referent preceding the colon in (21) is also an argument of the predication expressed by (21). On this view Att is a 4-place rather than a 3-place predicate. But for many of those to whom we have presented this material talking about Att as 4-place, with the state it describes as its first argument and the agent and mental state description in second and third argument position, seems to go against the grain, just as it goes against the grain for many to talk about a predicate like child as a 2-place predicate, with a first argument slot for states and a second argument for persons. To comply with these sensibilities we will go on referring to Att as being 3-place.
have some things to say about the construction process, which we believe will be understandable also in the absence of a fully explicit presentation of the construction.
(23) t 0 s 0 r x t 0 < n t 0 ⊆ s 0 Rachel(r) 
What matters at this point is the semantics for structures like (23) and the contributions that their various constituents make to it. We focus on those aspects of (23) of which we assume that they need explanation also for readers who have a basic knowledge of DRT, but are unfamiliar with MSDRT.
First, note that (23) contributes to Rachel a mental state -described by the Att-conditionat a time t 0 which precedes the attribution time represented by the outer occurrence of n. ( (23) should be taken as the semantic representation of a certain utterance of (22). The occurrence of n outside the Att-condition represents the time of this utterance.) This temporal relation is expressed by the conditions "t 0 < n" and "t 0 ⊆ s 0 ", which together convey that the state s 0 -the state to the effect that Rachel was a mental state of the kind described by the Att-condition -held at a time that preceded the attribution time represented by the outside occurrence of n. By means of such temporal DRS conditions mental states ascribed by Att-conditions can be located in relation to any times that are available within the larger representation in which the Att-condition is embedded.
Second, the semantics of the Att-condition itself. What this condition says is that at the time t 0 of the state s 0 Rachel's mental state was one that contained (among many others no doubt) components of the kind described by the four constituents of the second argument of Att: (i) an entity representation and (ii) three propositional attitudes, a belief, a desire and an intention, that are all referentially connected to the entity representation. We consider these constituents in turn.
(i) The entity representation. According to the Att-condition the entity representation represents some object x to which Rachel was related through visual perception at the time t 0 when she was in the mental state attributed to her. (That the visual perception took place at the time of the attributed mental state is expressed by the condition n ⊆ s 1 that is part of the internal anchor for the entity representation. This is what this last condition expresses, because the occurrences of n that are internal to the Att-condition of (23) identify the time at which the attributee Rachel entertains the mental state she is said to be in. Such Att-internal occurrences of n represent the attributee's "psychological present" at the time of she was in the mental state attributed to her. Unlike the Att-external occurrences of n they do not represent the time of the attribution. For details see Kamp (2011) .)
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Just as the Att-internal occurrences of n represent the attributee's psychological present, the discourse referent i represents her "psychological self" -that concept of self that is involved in self-attribution and that must be a constituent of any thought that the agent herself can express by an utterance that contains one or more occurrences of the pronoun I.
(23) not only claims that at t 0 Rachel was in a mental state that contained an entity representation with the properties that are displayed in the second argument slot of its Att-condition; it also claims, through the third argument of Att, that this entity representation does represent an actual object. This object is represented -"from the outside", so to speak -by the discourse referent x . This is the import of the presence of the pair x, x in the third argument slot of Att, where x is the distinguished discourse referent of the entity representation that is being attributed to Rachel. (Note that x is 'declared' outside the Att-condition: it is declared in the universe of the main DRS of (23). That makes it into an external representative of the entity represented by Rachel's entity representation.) The upshot of the presence of x, x in Att's third argument slot and the declaration of x in the main DRS universe is that (23) represents that interpretation of (22) according to which Bernard attributes to Rachel a belief, desire and intention that are de re but where the res need not be known to him. According to the standard DRS semantics the presence of x in the main universe of (23) signifies that according to the interpretation of (22) that (23) represents, there is some res that Rachel's attitudes are about, but that is all that the de re interpretation of (22) has to tell us about the res.
(ii) Next we turn to the propositional attitudes that the Att-condition of (23) asserts to have been part of Rachel's mental state at t 0 . Most of what can and needs to be said at this point about these constituents of Rachel's mental state has been said already. But there is one, general, point about mental state ascriptions expressed by Att-conditions that deserves attention. The representations that fill the second argument slot of Att are partial descriptions of the attributed mental states, and in fact they are partial in two respects, or at two levels if you like: First, the mental state that is being described may contain many more components than the entity and propositional attitude representations that are mentioned in the description. (In practice, all the descriptions occurring in Att-conditions are partial in this sense.) Secondly, the content representations of the propositional attitude representations that the description does mention explicitly will usually be partial characterizations of the contents of the represented attitudes. For instance, Rachel's belief represented in (23) as (24) may have a stronger content -i.e. impose stronger conditions on the object represented by x -than what is expressed by the DRS of (24). (24) BEL,
We noted that (23), in its role of semantic representation for (22), is neutral with regard to the question whether the attributor Bernard has his own means of identifying the object that according to (23) is the joint target of Rachel's belief, desire and intention. We want to dwell a little longer on this point and return in this connection to what we said in Section 2 about possible interpretations of (4).
22 Different occurences of n within the same DRS have different import depending on whether they occur inside or outside Att-conditions. This dependence may be somewhat confusing on first encounter, but it is an essential part of the mechanisms used in DRT and MSDRT to represent detailed temporal information. (For instance, as (23) indicates, it is part of what enables MSDRT to represent that A has a thought (or makes a statement) at t 0 about a thought of B at some earlier time t 1 , that is about what happened at an even earlier time t 2 .)
We distinguished three different interpretations for (4), its de dicto interpretations and two de re interpretations, one in which the indefinite a real estate agent is taken as de re in relation to the attributee but nonspecific in relation to the attributor, and one in which the indefinite is taken as both de re and specific. Using DRSs of the form exemplified by (23) we can represent the first two of these interpretations as shown in (25a) -(25b) . (25) a.
But the distinction between the second and the third interpretation of (4) cannot be captured at this representational level. (25b) is a semantic representation of Bernard's utterance of (4), and not a representation of Bernard's mental state. To represent the different thoughts that may have led Bernard to produce (4) we have to recast (25a) and (25b) as components of the mental state he was in at the time of his utterance. Presumably the thought that led him to make his utterance was a belief. On this assumption we can, using the format for mental state descriptions of (16), (19) and (20), and making the plausible assumption that Bernard has an anchored entity representation for Mary, represent the three mental states that might have led him to utter (4) as shown in (26a), (26b) and (26c). In case Bernard's mental state can be described as in (26a), his own interpretation of his utterance of (4) would be the one represented in (25a). If his mental state was either (26b) or (26c), then his interpretation of his own words would have been the one given by (25b). (26) a.
BEL,
The representation level exemplified by (26a), (26b) and (26c) is not the end of all roads. Each of these mental state descriptions can serve in its turn as second argument in an Att-condition that attributes a mental state to some third agent. In this way it is possible to represent the thoughts that the recipient of (4) attributes to the speaker Bernard. For instance, if the recipient interpreted Bernard's utterance as the de re attribution represented in (25b), then he may either infer that Bernard's mental state is of the type represented in (26b) or that it is of the type represented in (26c). Alternatively, if the recipient interprets (4) as the de dicto attribution represented in (25a), then he will be more likely to conclude that Bernard's mental state is of the type shown in (26a). These various attributions by the recipient to Bernard can be represented explicitly by Att-conditions in which the second slot of Att contains a condition of the form < BEL, K >, where K is one of the representations in (26).
Along these lines our formalism is able to express a wide range of iterated attitude attributions in thought and language, of any embedding depth.
Much of what we have said about the interpretation of (4) also applies to the use and interpretation of (22). As noted, (23) is one of its possible utterance interpretations. But (23) leaves open whether or not Bernard, the speaker of (22), has himself an entity representation that identifies the object that Rachel has her belief, desire and intention about according to what (23) attributes to her. In this case too our formalism is capable of distinguishing between these two different mental states of the speaker, one in which he himself can identify the object and one in which he cannot; and here too the formalism can represent the different assumptions that that the recipient of (22) can make about the thoughts of the speaker; and so on.
It is also worth observing that although the attitude report (22) extends over several clauses, it too allows for a de dicto interpretation of the indefinite a gold coin in the middle of the road and not only for a de re-interpretation. At the level of utterance interpretation this leads to a representation that stands to (16) as (23) stands to (19) . For reasons of space we do not display the semantic representation for this de dicto interpretation. But we trust that by now it will be clear enough what such a representation should look like in the formalism we have outlined.
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23 Iterated nesting of Att-predications is also the tool for defining various notions of common knowledge and shared
Anchors that are not Based on Current Perception
So far we have focused exclusively on perceptually anchored entity representations, representations whose anchors say of the represented object that it is being currently perceived. But these are not the only possible kind of anchor. A first, modest, departure from the case of an anchor based on current perception are anchors based on memories of perceptions. The departure seems very modest indeed when the remembered perception is very recent. As you turn your gaze from the coin in the middle of the road to the left or the right (to see if there is any traffic approaching) your perception of the coin is, strictly speaking, no longer current. But it would seem highly artificial to take this as a ground for claiming that the entity representation you still have of the coin is no longer anchored (and therefore no longer enables you to have singular thoughts about the coin). If current perception of an object entitles us to entertain singular thoughts about it, then surely a memory of such a perception that is as fresh as this ought to entitle us as well. When the perception lies farther back in time, and its memory becomes hazier and less detailed, the question whether the entity representation still qualifies as anchored may become harder to answer on intuitive grounds. We ourselves are inclined to accept even memories of distant perceptions as a basis for (internally and externally) anchored representations, but others may well differ on this point.
Extrapolation from the paradigm of current direct perception is also possible in another direction. When you see footsteps in the sand, that will produce in you an anchored representation of the footsteps -this much follows from what we have said. But what about the person who left them? Assuming that these are the footsteps of a single person, then that person was the productive cause of those footsteps. And when this relation is combined with the causal relation involved in the perception, we get a causal chain which connects you with that person. Does that entitle you to an anchored representation of that person, which enables you to entertain singular thoughts about her? And if the answer to this first question is supposed to be yes, what about that person's mother, or her mother's mother? Such questions -questions about which causal connections suffice for the possibility of entertaining singular thoughts about the entities at the other end of the connectionhave been raised in the philosophical literature ever since the days when this issue became important, often in the context of the distinction between de dicto and de re: Under what conditions are de re attributions legitimate? As far as we can tell, there is still no general agreement what the answer should be.
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On the whole our own inclination is towards a fairly liberal position, and that in two different respects. First, any causal relation that leads back from an object d for which an agent has an anchored representation to some other object d that is uniquely identified by standing in this relation to d, entitles the agent to an anchored representation of d . Second, whether an agent forms an anchored or an unanchored representation of such an object will depend in part on the agent's own intentions: She can form an anchored representation of the object. But she may also form an unanchored representation, in which the causal relation is part of the descriptive conditions that identify the object as their unique satisfier. For instance, the observer of the footsteps in the sand may, in addition to an anchored representation of the footsteps, form an anchored representation of the person who left them, but she may also form a representation of that person as the one that uniquely satisfies the condition of having left the given footsteps, for which she does have an anchored representation.
belief (Lewis (1969) , Schiffer (1972) among many others). We will have no need of such notions in the remainder of this paper. So we leave it at the general observation that the inferences that interpreters make about the mental states of those whose utterances they interpret form the bottom layer of the hierarchically structured, recursively defined concepts that are central to much of the literature on the Common Ground. For more on forms of common knowledge, shared assumptions and common ground see Kamp (2016) .
24 Any sharp dividing line between causal relations that justify anchored entity representations and those that do not will be hard to find or defend. For a start, few people seem to be able to have clear intuitions that provide even a rough guidance to where the line should be drawn. Moreover -though obviously this is connected to the first difficulty -any proposal will be under serious threat from slippery slope effects: Starting from causal relations on the positive side of the line (the side of those relations which do support anchored representations), we modify the scenario step by step, obtaining a series of causal relations the last of which had been previously agreed to lie on the negative side. Our own position, outlined in the next paragraph, is motivated in part by our awareness that some kind of response to this difficulty is needed.
There is a class of relations which we have not mentioned so far, but of which we want to suggest that they can support anchored representations as well. These relations are important in connection with the interpretations that recipients of communication compute for the utterances that come their way, and with the propositional contents determined by those interpretations. And, more specifically, they are crucial to the account of epistemically specific indefinites that we will present in the next section.
The relations in question are causal connections that are grounded in verbal communication. They link the one who interprets what he is being told by someone else (or who reads a text or is listening to the radio, etc.) to the person talking to him (or to the author of the text or the one who has produced what is coming out of the radio) and thereby to anchored representations that that person may be assumed to have had for the entities referred to by the words she used or uses. For an example of this consider an utterance involving a proper name, as in (27). (27) Last night I got a call from my old friend Andrea Alfieri.
Suppose that the recipient is unfamiliar with the name Andrea Alfieri. In this case he is likely to assume that there is some particular person with the name the speaker has used, and he will also be likely to infer that the speaker must have an anchored representation for that bearer of the name. Under those conditions, we maintain, the interpreter is in a position to form an anchored representation of the person to whom the speaker has been referring, and we suggest that that is what typically happens. The anchor of this representation links it to whoever the external anchor of the entity representation of the speaker is, the anchor that was instrumental in her using the name to refer to that individual. In other words, the interpreter's representation represents its external anchor as the external anchor of the anchored representation that the interpreter assumes the speaker to have. Such anchors, which ride piggyback on the anchored representations of others, are called vicarious anchors. We will present a proposal for the form of vicarious anchors below in Section 3.
When the interpreter's assumptions that are implicit in the adoption of a vicariously anchored representation are correct, then this entity representation does have an external anchor, and that anchor is the same as the external anchor of the entity representation that the speaker relied on when she used the name. If the interpreter's assumptions about the speaker are correct, then the semantic representation he will construct of the speaker's utterance (of which the vicariously anchored entity representation will be an essential constituent) will express the same singular proposition that the speaker herself associates with her words: a proposition about the person that the speaker's use of the name referred to.
The case where the name a speaker uses is new for the interlocutor is of course just one possibility, and it is not the most common one. More often the name a speaker uses refers to an individual that is already familiar to the interlocutor under that name. In such cases the interpreter will already have an entity representation for the referent, which he will access when interpreting the speaker's present use of the name, and as a rule this earlier representation will be an anchored representation. The interpreter may then still add further information to that representation which captures his assumption that it represents the entity to which the speaker has referred by way of the name, thus adding in essence a new internal anchor to an anchored representation that is already in place. (The structure of entity representations that result from such additions involves some further complications, but since these are not directly relevant to the goals of this paper, we will not dwell on these.)
It is this process, we suggest, in which utterance recipients form vicariously anchored entity representations for the bearers of novel names, that allows a name to spread from one member of a speech community to the next, while preserving its ability to serve as a rigid designator of its bearer. By making the notion of vicariously anchored representation explicit, the present theory allows us to formulate a version of the 'causal chain theory' of proper names due originally to Chastain and Kripke (Chastain (1975) , Kripke (1977 Kripke ( /1990 ). Interpretations of other types of definite NP s, definite descriptions and complex demonstratives, can also lead to vicariously anchored entity representations. And the list is not limited to definite NP s. Indefinite NP s can give rise to such representations as well. This is, we claim, what happens when the recipient of an utterance containing an indefinite NP assigns an epistemically specific interpretation to that NP . Or, more accurately, interpreting a given use of an indefinite NP as an instance of epistemic specificity (as we understand the term) is tantamount to adopting a vicariously anchored representation for the entity that the recipient assumes the speaker had in mind when she used the NP to talk about it.
Sketch of the Model Theory
Before we leave our sketch of the formalism we have to make good on our promise to say something about its model-theoretic semantics. As we noted earlier, the main difficulty with that semantics is to account for the individual contents of attitudes like those represented in (16) and (20) while doing justice to the internal referential connections that often hold between such attitudes. We already noted that the key to the solution for this problem that is presented in earlier work on MSDRT is that the contents of some members of a set of referentially connected attitudes can be treated as presuppositions for the content assignments to others. The content complexes that reflect such presuppositional dependencies go by the name of Information State Based Attitude Structures or ISBASs. ISBASs are defined in terms of the central notions of Dynamic Semantics, information state and context change potential.
25 Like propositions, information states and context change potentials ISBASs are intensional constructs. This means that the models for our MSDRT formalism must be intensional models.
On the other hand the models we need must also satisfy a number of other requirements that have to do with the DRS language of which the MSDRT formalism we are using is an extension. This DRS language is in essence that of Kamp and Reyle (1993) , Ch. 5. The models described there are extensional models whose ontology includes besides a general category of individuals also special categories of times, events and states. (For details see Kamp and Reyle (1993) .) Intuitively speaking, these models track the history of some possible world w through time, specifying for each moment t of the time structure of w what is the case or what is happening at t. We already noted that the models for MSDRT cannot simply be extensional models, but that they must contain the extensional DRT models of Kamp and Reyle (1993) as substructures. One way to achieve this (the standard way) is to assume that each model M determines a set of possible worlds W M and that M associates with each world w from W M an extensional model M w of the Kamp and Reyle (1993) type.
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Special provisions need to be made for the evaluation of Att-conditions (cf. (21)). This is done as follows. We distinguish a special category of individuals, 'cognitive agents', who are capable of entertaining propositional attitudes. For each world w of the world set W M of a model M , the model M w assigns for each time t of its time structure, to each agent a that exists and is conscious in w at t a mental state M S w (a, t). This mental state is assumed to take the form of an ISBAS.
To explain how the function M S is used in the evaluation of Att-conditions is not all that simple, and for a detailed account we must refer to other work. (See in particular Kamp (2003) .) Here we can only indicate how things work by looking at a couple of exceptionally simple cases.
Let s: Att(ξ, K, EA) be some particular Att-condition. We saw that such conditions allow for truth-conditional evaluation only when the third argument EA of Att provides external anchors for each of the anchored entity representations in K. (As argued in Section 2.2, Att-conditions in which the third argument does not cover all the anchored entity representations resist truth-conditional evaluation; it is then only their narrow content reductions, in which each entity representation is replaced by the corresponding belief in the truth of its internal anchor, for which evaluation is possible.) So let us assume that EA provides external anchors for all the entity representations in K.
What is it for an assignment function f , which maps the free discourse referents of s: Att(ξ, K, EA), to entities from a given model M , to verify the condition s: Att(ξ, K, EA) in M in a world w M of M at a time t of M w ? This question will only arise when s: Att(ξ, K, EA) occurs as a member of the condition set of some DRS K 0 , so let us assume that s: Att(ξ, K, EA) belongs to the condition set of K 0 . For simplicity let us further assume that K 0 is proper.
27 (This is convenient and it constitutes no real restriction.) Then any assignment function f for which the evaluation of s: Att(ξ, K, EA) will arise (as part of the evaluation of K 0 ) will assign values to all the discourse referents that have free occurrences in s: Att(ξ, K, EA). These include the discourse referents that represent external anchors in EA (i.e. the second members x of the pairs < x, x > in EA). The formal significance of these pairs < x, x > is that the discourse referent x represents what from an external perspective is represented by x . This means that the value which f assigns to x must also be the value of x. Formally this is captured by a stipulation in the verification conditions for s: Att(ξ, K, EA), accroding to which f is extended to an assignment function f which is defined also for the first members x of pairs < x, x > in EA, and, for each such pair, f assigns to x what f assigns to x .
In order that f verify s: Att(ξ, K, EA) in M in w at t, f should verify K in relation to M S w (a, t). It is at this point that we have to confront the difficulty mentioned earlier: that of accounting for the content of each of the attitude representations M OD, K M OD belonging to K while doing justice to the internal coreference relations that connect the different attitude representations in K. And it is at this point also that we cannot go into the necessary detail, but must refer to the publications on MSDRT that we cited earlier, in which its semantics is treated in detail. All we can do here is indicate what verification of Att-conditions comes to for the very simple cases we alluded to above.
We start with a case where the coreference problem does not arise -one in which the second argument of Att contains just one attitude component, as in (25a) and (25b). Let < M OD, K M OD > be the single propositional attitude component of the second argument of Att. Since K M OD does not depend referentially on any other attitude component or components of K -by assumption there aren't any others -, K M OD will determine a proposition p(K M OD ,M ,w,t) relative to M , w and t. This proposition is the set of all worlds w in W M such that for some g ⊇ f g verifies K M OD in M in w at t. f will count as verifying s: Att(ξ, K, EA) in M in w at t in this case if (simplifying somewhat) M S w (f (ξ), t) contains a component M OD, q (where q is an M -proposition, i.e. a subset of W M ) such that q entails p(K M OD ,M ,w,t) (i.e. q ⊆ p(K M OD ,M ,w,t)).
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The more challenging case is that where K has components < M OD, K M OD > that are referentially dependent on other components. It is here that the information state-based structure of the ISBASs that are the values of the function M S becomes important. In general the second argument K of an Att-condition defines, for any M , w and t, an ISBAS J (K,M ,w,t). f verifies s: Att(ξ, K, EA) iff this ISBAS J (K,M ,w,t) stands in the correct entailment relation to the ISBAS M S w (f (ξ), t).
The definition of this entailment relation is quite involved. We do not give it here and the following hint will have to do in its stead. Suppose that < M OD, K M OD > is a component of K that depends on only one other component < M OD , K M OD > and that < M OD , K M OD > does not depend on any attitude component of K. Then, as in the previous case, K M OD determines in M in w at t a proposition p(K M OD ,M ,w,t) and K M OD determines a function J(K M OD ,M ,w,t) which can be applied to the proposition p(K M OD ,M ,w,t) and returns upon application a stronger proposition (viz. the one that is determined in M in w at t by the DRS that can be obtained by merging K M OD with K M OD ). In order that f verifies s: Att(ξ, K, EA) in M in w at t, M S w (f (ξ),t) must contain a component M OD , q , such that q entails p(K M OD ,M ,w,t), and a component <MOD', J > such that J(q) entails the result of applying J(K M OD ,M ,w,t) to p(K M OD ,M ,w,t).
According to the verification conditions outlined above anchored entity representations in K contribute to the overall content of K only their "bare" referents (i.e. the values assigned by f to the discourse referents x that represent their external anchors); the descriptive content of their internal anchors is ignored. But, as we argued towards the end of Section 2.2, an anchored entity representation entails the belief that its internal anchor (the DRS that occurs as its second member) is true. Via these beliefs the contents of internal anchors can be made to matter to the verification of attitude conditions too.
Specific Use and Specific Interpretation
After the presentation of our background formalism in Section 2 and the informal remarks we have made in Section 1 about our own account of epistemic specificity, the present section, in which at long last we present this analysis, will hold few surprises.
The account consists of two parts:
(i ) For a speaker to use an indefinite NP specifically is to use that NP to talk about an entity for which she has an anchored entity representation.
(ii ) To interpret an indefinite NP as specific is to take the speaker to have used it to talk about one of her anchored entity representations.
We start with (i ). As a preliminary step towards the definition of what it is to use an indefinite NP specifically we first introduce the more general notion of a speaker using an NP to verbally represent an entity-type constituent of a thought she is expressing in words. "Verbal representing" is a concept which we do not think can be reduced to simpler or more familiar terms and we treat it as a primitive. It is meant to capture the following intuition. Often (if not always) when a person expresses a thought in words, she had the thought, in some form, prior to the act of choosing the words in which she expresses it; and often in such cases her prior representation of the thought will involve mental entity representations. In such cases the sentence or sentences produced will often contain noun phrases which "translate" those entity representations, in the sense that the roles the noun phrases play in the sentence or sentences match the contributions that the corresponding entity representations make to the mental representation of the thought.
When an anchored entity representation of a speaker A properly represents some entity d, then A's use of an NP α to verbally realize this entity representation entails that she is using α to refer to d. This latter relation between α and d we refer to as "REP". So "REP(α,d)" means that A uses α to realize an anchored entity representation of hers whose external anchor is d.
Using the relation REP we can state our analysis of the epistemically specific use of an indefinite α as the use of α to talk about the entity represented by some entity representation. Formally:
, K be a constituent of the mental state of speaker A and let d be the external anchor of this entity representation; let M OD, K be another constituent of this mental state such that x A occurs in K and let S be a sentential utterance which A produces to express the thought represented in M OD, K and let α be an indefinite NP occurring in S such that REP (α, x). Then we say that A uses α specifically in S (to refer to d).
The notion of the interpretation of an NP as used specifically by the speaker is derivative from the notion given in Definition 1. Informally, an interpreter B is said to interpret, or take, an indefinite NP α occurring in an utterance S uttered by a speaker A as used specifically by A iff (i ) B assumes that A used α to talk about the external anchor x A of an anchored entity representation [ANCH, x a ], K a of hers; that is, B assumes that REP holds between α and the distinguished discourse referent x a of this entity representation.
(ii ) B represents the contribution that α makes to the content of A's utterance that he is interpreting in the form of an anchored entity representation [ANCH,
(iii ) The internal anchor K B of this entity representation links its distinguished discourse referent x b to the external anchor x a of A's entity representation, thereby making the external anchor of his entity representation the same as the external anchor of the entity representation he attributes to A. This is rather a mouthful, but an example should help. (29) is the representation which, according to the present proposal, results in the mind of B when he interprets the indefinite a student in A's utterance of (14) as having been used specifically by A.
(14) A student was looking for you this morning. (29) (Recipient B 's representation of the content of (14) on a specific interpretation of the indefinite a student)
1. The last DRS in (29) is B 's representation of the propositional content of A's utterance. It is assumed in (29) that this content representation has become part of a belief, i.e. that B has not only interpreted A's utterance but also accepted it as true and thus treats it as a belief. In general the impact of an utterance on the interpreter need not be his adoption of a new belief, not even when the utterance is an assertion, whose purpose is to convey new information to the audience; the utterance could just as well produce a doubt in the recipient, or a speculation whether what the speaker is asserting is true (cf. ? on individual belief vs common belief, and possible variations in the contributions of utterances as regards participants' beliefs). However, for what remains of the paper it will be convenient to focus just on the case where the utterance is an assertion and the recipient accepts it, turning his semantic representation of the content of the utterance into the content representation of a new belief.
2. The condition morning[day [n] ] stands for the morning of the day of the time n at which the representation is being entertained (for current purposes, where we are talking about face-to-face communication in which utterances get interpreted the moment they are made, this time can be identified with the utterance time).
3. The part of (29) that makes it an example of our formal analysis of epistemically specific interpretation is its second component -the anchored entity representation for the student that A referred to as a student. The anchor of this entity representation specifies its distinguished discourse referent x b as the external anchor of some entity representation that B attributes to A -that entity representation of which he assumes that A has used α to talk about. Such internal anchors, which link their discourse referents to the external anchors of entity representations in the mind of someone else, we call vicarious anchors.
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It is perfectly compatible with B's having a vicariously anchored entity representation with external anchor d that B has no way of identifying it in any direct way. It is enough that B assumes there to be some d to which x a is anchored. In this respect B's representation is similar to the one given in (25b) for sentence (4) -recall that (25b) represents the situation where the speaker of (4) takes the subject Mary to have an anchored representation for the discourse referent corresponding to the indefinite a real estate agent, but the speaker herself need not know who this person is. But nevertheless there is of course a crucial difference. In spite of the fact that B may not be able to say more about the entity represented by his anchored entity representation in (29), that entity representation will (if everything is as intended and expected) represent some particular entity, so that the content of the belief component of (29) is a singular proposition about this entity. The content of that belief of Bernard's of which (25b) can be understood to be a representation is not a proposition that is singular with respect to some real estate agent that Bernard believes Mary to have a de re belief about. That belief content is a proposition that involves existential quantification over real estate agents. The point of vicariously anchored entity representations is that they make it possible to have singular thoughts about things that one can identify only via the causal links between those entities and other agents with which one has interacted.
Generalising from this example we can define the notion of interpreting an indefinite N P as used specifically much in the way we already did informally above. Between them Definition 1 and Definition 2 contain the substance of our analysis of specificity.
29 Note that B 's vicarious anchor in (29) specifies no conditions for the internal anchor of the entity representation that B attributes to A. This reflects the fact that the content of sentence (14), for which (29) is B 's semantic representation, provides no explicit information about the nature or content of the internal anchor of A's entity representation. Compare also the comments on the internal anchor of (25b) in Section 2.3.
30 Sometimes an interpreter will represent an indefinite NP α by means of an anchored representation even though he doesn't assume the speaker to have made a specific use of α. These are cases where the interpreter takes himself to have identifying knowledge of the entity that satisfies the argument slot which α occupies in the given utterance. E. g. A says: Last week Fred got himself a wife at last. B, who knows that Fred has been courting Esmeralda for years and recently proposed to her, swearing that if she would turn him down he would remain single forever, sees himself in a position to provide an anchored representation for the NP a wife, and he can do this even if he doesn't take A's use of the indefinite to have been specific.
The difference between such cases and those covered by Definition 2, in which the recipient interprets the indefinite as having been used specifically by the speaker, should be clear from what we said about (29): Specific interpretation in the sense of Definition 2 yields a new entity representation with a vicarious anchor; the entity representation involved in the special case described in this footnote will typically not be a new one and as often as not its anchor will not be a vicarious one.
To conclude this section we repeat once more what we see as the main distinctive feature of our analysis. Unlike any other treatment of specificity that we are aware of, the analysis distinguishes explicitly between the perspective of the speaker and that of the hearer. Using an indefinite specifically and taking it to be used specifically are two different notions. The first relates the indefinite to the mind of the speaker, the second to the mind of the interpreter. Normally these relations will guarantee sameness of propositional content: when an indefinite that is part of an uttered sentence S stands in the two relations to, respectively, speaker and interpreter (and speaker and interpreter also observe the coding and decoding rules of the language in other respects), then the thought which the interpreter associates with S will express the same proposition as the thought which led the speaker to her utterance of S. But note that even in the best of cases the two thoughts will be different in form, for at the very least the representation of the speaker for the entity she is talking about will differ from the vicariously anchored representation that the interpreter introduces for it. The vicarious anchor of this latter representation refers to the speaker's representation and aligns itself with it. The speaker's own representation does not involve such a reference. And because of this difference in form the two thoughts can also differ in cognitive significance.
In the following section we focus exclusively on the perspective of the hearer. The question we will address has to do with the fine structure of semantic processing: What is the stage of the interpretation process at which taking an NP to have been used specifically makes its impact on the interpreter's representation?
Interpretation and Semantic Representation
In Section 2 we observed that anchored entity representations can be reduced to their purely internal content by ignoring their external anchors and turning their internally anchored representations into beliefs that entities of the described kinds exist.
In particular, the representation in (29) can be reduced to the one in (31), in which the new belief components -the belief that there is a speaker who made the represented utterance and the belief that there is a student whom this speaker is talking about by using the NP a student -have been amalgamated with the belief component of (29). s: speaker (a) n ⊆ s n ⊆ s 0
The content DRS of (31) invites comparison with the DRS given in (32) which can be obtained as a representation for (14) by applying a construction algorithm of the kind discussed in Kamp and Reyle (1993) . Such a construction algorithm treats the indefinite a student as introducing a discourse referent x b , together with the restrictor condition 's 1 : student(x b )'.
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31 The discourse referents x b and b have been chosen in order to make the relationship between (32) and (31) more transparent. In the construction of (32) the symbol b has been chosen to serve s the discourse referent introduced by the NP you of (14), and x b to serve as the discourse referent introduced by a student. The choice of these symbols is arbitrary (so long as a new symbol is used when a discourse referent is introduced in the course of DRS construction).
(32)
x b s 1 e b t t < n t ⊆ morning[day [n] ] e ⊆ t s 1 : student(x b ) e: be-looking-for (x b , b)
For ease of comparison let us consider the representation in (33) of a self-ascribing belief with the same propositional content as (32). (33) represents the belief that the addressee B of (14) can be expected to form when A says (14) to him. Its content representation corresponds to the content representation (32) in the sense that the argument position occupied by b in (32) is filled by the self-representing discourse referent i in (33). (33) BEL ,
When we compare the beliefs in (33) and (31), we see that the one in (31) contains a good deal of additional information, viz. that which it inherited from (29). So we can see (33) as yet a further reduction of (29), in which not only the referential presuppositions associated with the anchored representations have been eliminated -these had already been discarded in (31) -but the descriptions of those relations as well.
Our reason for bringing (32) and (33) into the discussion is this. What we take to be the classical view of the relationship between semantics and pragmatics is something along the following lines: Pragmatic mechanisms operate on content. So before these mechanisms can come into action, content (or at least some significant part of it) must already have been established. Since that is the task of semantics, semantics must have done its work, or some important part of its work, before pragmatics can kick in.
Translated into the terms of our DRT-based architecture this dependence of pragmatics on semantics takes the following form: First a DRS for a sentence is constructed (from a syntactic parse for it). In this way a content is assigned to the sentence. This content representation can then be used as input to the various pragmatic mechanisms that are needed to obtain the final interpretation of this sentence in its utterance context. This general architectural constraint on the connections between semantic and pragmatic processing mechanisms is relevant for us because of an issue that has not yet been mentioned (though it was alluded to in the Introduction). It might be thought -and has been proposed explicitly, see Ebert et al. (2013a) ) -that the effect of interpreting an indefinite as epistemically specific should be construed as a pragmatic 'add-on' to a specification of the semantics of the sentence containing it and not as part of the semantics of the sentence as such. When applied to a student in (14), and translated into the framework we are using, that proposal comes to this: First a semantic representation like (32) is constructed for the sentence, in which the indefinite NP is given an interpretation that is neutral with regard to the question whether the NP is taken as epistemically specific or non-specific. Then, at the level of pragmatics, this representation can be 'upgraded' by adding an anchored representation for the student that the interpreter takes the speaker to refer to (as well as one for the speaker herself; this is a harmless side effect of the way in which we have defined vicariously anchored representations). The result of this will be in essence the structure in (29), in which the anchored representations for speaker and student turn the propositional content of the belief into a doubly singular proposition.
Note also that the subscript b in x b is only for mnemonic purposes. As far as the syntax and semantics of DRT and MSDRT are concerned, x b is a single symbol, without relevant structure, just like the symbol b.
The entailment of (32) by the content representation of (31) is of a very simple type: one can get from this content representation to (32) simply by stripping it of some of the DRS-conditions in its condition set and of some of the discourse referents in its universe. Such deductions, where the conclusion can be obtained by eliminating parts from a single premise that is given in the form of a DRS, raise the question whether they could not be reversed: Start from the logically weaker conclusion and make your way back to the stronger premise by adding the discourse referents and conditions that are discarded when going from the premise to the conclusion.
There is also another aspect to this question. The passage from the content representation of (29) to the representation in (32) can be seen as the passage from the thought of a language user -the recipient of an utterance of (14) -to a user-neutral semantic representation of (14), of the kind that pretty much all established forms of formal semantics assign to this sentence (including DRT in the form in which it is developed in Kamp and Reyle (1993) or described in Geurts et al. (2015) ). Or, making very much the same point, you can move from the mental state representation in (29) by doxastic reduction (which gets you from (29) to (31)) followed by stripping to get you from (31) to the belief representation in (33). And again we can ask the same sort of question: Are there cognitively plausible operations that may get us from the user-neutral (32) as starting representation to the mental state representation in (29)?
We will not present concrete answers to these questions. But we raise the questions nevertheless, because of their importance in connection with two divergent observations, which conclude this section and with that the paper as a whole.
The first of these has to do with indefinite NP s that occur in there-insertion sentences. Note that in the situation we described the effect that speaker A accomplishes by uttering (14) could have been achieved equally well by her using (34) . (34) There was a student who was looking for you this morning.
In other words, the occurrence of the indefinite a student in (34) can be used specifically just as well as the occurrence in (14) and it can be just as easily taken to have been used specifically. But there is an important difference between (14) and (34) . As we suggested at the end of Section 1.3, the indefinite subject of a there-insertion sentence should be seen as contributing a variable that is bound by the existential operator expressed by there be. In DRT terms this means that a representation which results directly from this interface principle should have the form (32).
If that suggestion is correct, then the interpretation of an indefinite in a there-insertion sentence can only take place at a post-semantic interpretation level. For we cannot do justice all at once to the requirement that the discourse referent which is introduced by the indefinite is to be bound by the there is-operator and that it be bound at the same time by an internal anchor; that would put the representation truly in a double bind. However, what cannot be done all at once can be done in successive stages. Once the semantic representation for (34) has been constructed, it is then available for pragmatically driven operations that change the purely extensional binding by there is into binding by an anchored entity representation.
But what kinds of operations could be involved in such transformations, at what stage or level of processing they are to be applied and what triggers them? This question is in essence the same we just raised in connection with the inference from (29) to (33). As we have already said, we have no answers to these questions, but finding such answers will have to be a central part of our future work.
While specific interpretations of indefinites in there-insertion constructions can presumably enter into meaning representations only at some non-initial level of semantic processing, there are many other cases of specificity that suggest an opposite conclusion; here it seems plausible that specificity must make its impact already at the initial level, at which semantic sentence representations are computed directly from syntactic structures. These are the cases in which specificity is overtly marked. Overt specificity marking is found in language after language, and it seems quite common for a single language to have a range of different ways in which it can do this. It is a reasonable assumption, and arguably an inescapable one, that overt specificity marking devices are represented as part of the morphosyntactic structures from which initial semantic representations are computed, and that that computation translates them directly into the semantic representations it outputs. Here we briefly discuss only one example of overt specificity marking, the Accusative pe marking of Romanian.
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An Example of explicit Specificity Marking: Romanian pe On the one hand, Romanian pe must appear in front of definite NP s like demonstratives or proper names, as in (35a). In such cases it might be said to be pleonastic or a mere agreement marker: its presence only confirms what definites convey in any case, viz that reference is being made to some particular, uniquely identifiable individual. But pe can also occur in front of indefinites. Here it is optional, and when present it is not pleonastic. Thus, (35b) means that Ion hired someone or other to be his secretary. (Maybe the person was a syntactician by profession, but with the job market being what it is becoming Ion's secretary was the best one could hope for.) In contrast, in (35c) the person hired must have been a secretary before, and it isn't implied that it was in order to be his secretary that Ion is said to have hired her -her new function could be that of Ion's cook or one of his gardeners. That is, a angaja 'to hire' can have a so-called resultative reading (cf. Moltmann (1997) ), where the event of hiring causes the referent of the direct object noun phrase to have the property secretary. Only, in Romanian this reading is missing if the indefinite direct object is marked with pe. What this tells us is that the contribution of pe, or at least some part of its contribution, needs to be represented at some level of linguistic representation
The two sentences of immediate concern to us are (35d)-(35e). These sentences correspond to the specific and the non-specific reading of Mary's statement in (5). (35d) is non-specific, while (35e), in which the indefinite is preceded by pe, only has the specific interpretation.
32 Specificity markers tend to differ subtly in the constraints they impose on interpretation. Some examples are English a certain, a/some particular, a specific, a/some given, French un certain, un ... précis ( martin13), German ein bestimmter, ein gewisser -even for these languages and Romanian there are more options than the ones we have named; and these are just four of the world's thousands of languages. All in all, specificity marking is a rich field of semantic inquiry. It is an inquiry that is still in its early days. But a number of insightful observations about the semantics and pragmatics of some specificity markers have been made and some of these have been carefully and illuminatingly described. (See for instance Jayez and Tovena (2006) on English a certain and French un certain and Ebert et al. (2013a) , Ebert et al. (2013b) on bestimmt, gewiss.)
We are currently looking into the possibility of using MSDRT to formalise some of these results, with the ultimate aim of integrating them within a comprehensive account of the syntax-semantics-pragmatics interface.
We have argued that overt specificity markers must make their semantic contributions at the initial level of semantic representation. This argument, which applies in particular to the case of pe-indefinites, gains additional momentum from examples like (36), in which pe-indefinites form one constituent with the distributivity marker câte; this allows them to have narrow scope while yet retaining their specificity: (2013)) (36) is arguably an instance of dependent specificity in the sense of von Heusinger (2007) . Although we are not presenting an actual analysis of sentences like (36) -we do that in Bende-Farkas and Kamp (forthcoming) -we do want to observe that adding the contribution made by pe at a non-initial level of semantic processing, after the quantification contributed by fiecare student has already been made part of the representation at the initial level, would be quite difficult and unnatural.
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There are two differences, we have suggested, between Romanian pe-indefinites (and, more generally, for any indefinites that are overtly marked for specificity) on the one hand and English indefinites beginning with a (or some) on the other: (i ) What pe-indefinites make explicit, a-indefinites leave open; so there is a sense in which a-indefinites are ambiguous, whereas Romanian indefinites in direct object position -both those that are pe marked and those that aren't -are not. (ii ) Pe-marked indefinites make their specificity contributions to initial semantic representations, whereas at least some a-indefinites that are given specific interpretations (those occurring in there is-constructions) can make their specificity contribution only at some later stage of semantic processing.
One way in which one might be tempted to rephrase this second difference is that the specificity contributions made by pe-indefinites are part of the semantics, whereas the specificity contributions of at least some occurrences of specifically interpreted a-indefinites must be processed at some stage after the initial representation has been computed, belong to pragmatics. When the difference is put in these terms, however, it should be kept in mind that the distinction between semantics and pragmatics that it presupposes is orthogonal to another one, according to which among the pragmatic 33 One of the reviewers of an earlier version remarked that the sentence-level correlate of specificity is evidentiality, and wondered why specific indefinites are not acceptable in questions and commands. What we found is that Romanian pe-indefinites are perfectly appropriate in questions. The question in (ia) is about a particular individual. There is nothing marked about it; in particular the dialogue doesn't have a conspiracy connotation (à la "We know who we are talking about, but we're not telling the others"). In using a pe-marked indefinite the speaker introduces an entity into the discourse that is at the same time new and anchored (and identifiable). This is remarkable, since indefinites in questions and commands - Portner (2005) , Portner and Zanuttini (2003) -are typically non-specific; if they can be given a specific interpretation at all, there is said to be an air of conspiracy about them. But, to repeat, the question in (ia) is perfectly appropriate as a query about a particular individual. The second answer, (ic), makes this even clearer: Had the question involved a non-specific indefinite, the addressee could have simply replied with the Romanian version of I have seen Peter's professor. But Peter's professor is clearly not the intended anchor for the question; if the addressee can recognise this intended anchor, then his answer has to be about that person and not about professors in general. It isn't clear to us at this point what implications this and other facts about the occurrence of pe in non-indicative speech acts may have for the question at issue here: at what level of semantic or pragmatic processing does pe make its contribution? aspects of interpretation are those that relate, in some way or other, to the communicational situation in which the interpreted utterance occurs. In this second sense of "pragmatic" the representations of pe-indefinites are pragmatic, no less so than the contributions made by the specifically interpreted aindefinites of English. According to our proposal for the analysis of epistemic specificity all specificity contributions are pragmatic in this sense, since all of them involve attributions by the interpreter to the mental state of the speaker, and thus go beyond the purely grammatical properties of the sentence or sentences uttered.
Romanian indefinite direct object NPs with pe differ not only from English indefinite NP s beginning with a, but also from Romanian indefinites that do not occur as argument NP s with Accusative case marking. The specificity behaviour of these latter Romanian NP s is much the same as that of a-indefinites in English. In light of what is proposed in this paper this entails that a Romanian sentence with a pe-marked indefinite direct object and a (non-marked) indefinite subject may have an initial semantic representation in which the direct object is already represented as a specific NP , while a specific interpretation of the subject NP will leave its imprint only at a subsequent stage of representation construction. 34 We have argued that Romanian pe-indefinites make their specificity contributions to initial semantic representations, but that the specificity contributions of English a-indefinites in thereinsertion sentences can only enter into the representation at some later stage. But what about specifically interpreted a-indefinites in other syntactic constructions, such as the occurrence of a student in (14)? At what level do such indefinites make their specificity contributions when they are specifically interpreted? Our discussion of (14) seems to point clearly to one conclusion: When an indefinite like that in (14) is given an epistemically specific interpretation, then this must happen after the construction of the initial semantic representation. For without this initial semantic representation, which affords the interpreter a first take on the content of the sentence that he is interpreting, he will have no basis for choosing between a specific and a non-specific interpretation. In other words, the choice between a specific and a non-specific interpretation of such indefinites will be possible only after an initial semantic representation has been put into place; consequently, when the interpreter chooses the specific interpretation option, the contribution that is made by this choice will become part of the semantic representation only after the construction of the initial representation.
But this conclusion is not inescapable. There may well be cases where the interpreter of a sentence containing an a-indefinite is in a position to infer just from the syntactic form of the sentence and the context in which it is used that the indefinite must have been used specifically. In such cases the interpreter would be in a position to integrate the specificity contribution that comes with this inference into the initial semantic representation he constructs for the sentence. If we are right in thinking that there are such cases, then the question at what point specificity information enters into the semantic representation is even more complex than is implied by our considerations so far: the point of entry for this information may vary even between different utterances of the very same indefinite-containing sentence.
Summary and pointers to what lies beyond
The aim of this paper has been to present a communication-based account of epistemic specificity. This account distinguishes between two aspects of epistemic specificity, the speaker-related aspect of using an indefinite specifically and the hearer-related aspect of taking the speaker to have made a specific use of an indefinite. The account makes use of MSDRT, a DRT-based formalism designed for the description of propositional attitudes and attitudinal states. Two features of this formalism are essential to what we are saying about specificity: (i ) Its ability to describe complex mental states (as sets consisting of entity representations and propositional attitudes); (ii ) the analysis it offers of agent-internal and agent-external aspects of direct reference in terms of the distinction between the internal and external anchors of entity representations.
MSDRT has many applications in semantics and the philosophy of mind. Of special importance to linguistics is the use that can be made of it in the analysis of what happens in conversation. It is now widely acknowledged that much more goes on in verbal communication than is captured by a model according to which the speaker produces her utterance, the addressee constructs a representation of that utterance and that's it. In actual conversations the addressee will typically make inferences about the speaker's mental state on the basis of what the speaker is saying. (Taking the speaker to have made a specific use of some indefinite, in the way we have analysed that in this paper, is an instance of this, but it is only one out of many.) And the speaker, for her part, will often be able to draw conclusions about the state of mind of the addressee: for instance about whether or not he is agreeing with what she is saying, or whether he has correctly understood her. These inferences take the form of attributions that one conversation participant makes in thought about the mental state of the other. Furthermore, these mutual attributions allow for iteration. For instance A may attribute to B a thought which attributes a certain thought to her. In principle at least such attributions can be of unbounded complexity, with any number of nested attributions back and forth.
How much mutual attribution goes on in conversation is a matter of debate. But that some of this goes on in any normal conversation is beyond question. MSDRT is well equipped to describe such mutual attributions, so it can help us, in this way at least, to develop formally precise theories of verbal communication that address these inferential aspects of speaker-hearer interaction. The account we have proposed here of the specific interpretation of indefinites can be seen as a first small step on the road towards such a theory.
Developing such a theory is one of two long-range projects towards which this paper points. The other is the development of an account of semantic and pragmatic aspects of the interpretation of text. As the discussion in the paper suggests, both projects will probably need to postulate different levels of meaning representation and to articulate principles for moving from one representation level to the next. But beyond this there is little that we feel we can say with any confidence. How many levels of representation will be needed in toto; what information belongs to which levels; how interpretation proceeds from one level to the next; and how individual languages differ on any or all of these points -all these are questions that we are beginning to see how to ask. But finding the answers is a different matter and there is no way of telling how long that is going to take.
